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Study
on Bow
Wounding
of Deer
By Don Gulledge
As the woods transitions
from the dawn into the
full light of the rising
sun, you hear a rattle
in the dry leaves on the
trail you have placed
your stand strategically
15 yards from. The still
leafy branch of the big
oak tree you’re in partially obscures your view

Inside This Issue:

of the trail. As you carefully and slowly reach
over to take your bow
from the bow hanger
just a short reach from
your left hand, you peer
into the shadows of the
rising sun to see if you
can make out a movement. Is it that old mossy
horn 10 point you picked
up on your game camera
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the day before about the
same time of day?
Just as you finish
bringing your bow to
the ready position, you
see the brown flash of a
deer slipping along the
trail with his nose to the
ground sniffing the trail
continued, see
Bow Wounded
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Time to Submit Applications for the

Roger R. Maynard/ABA
Scholarship Fund
The Roger R. Maynard Scholarship was established as a memorial to Roger R. Maynard, one of the founders
and charter member of the Arkansas Bowhunters Association. Mr. Maynard served as the first president of the
organization and was one of the first inductees of the Arkansas Bowhunter Hall of Fame.
The Roger R. Maynard Scholarship is awarded to ABA members or immediate members of their family residing with them to help defray costs for continuing education. It is funded by proceeds from a 3D Tournament
hosted by the ABA or one of the ABA’s Affiliated Clubs as well as a direct contribution from the ABA. Door
prizes for the annual shoot are provided by the Maynard Family.
In order to be considered for the 2014 Maynard Scholarship, a qualifying applicant must complete and submit an application to the Scholarship Committee postmarked by 1 March 2014. Prior recipients and applicants
are encouraged to reapply. Look for the 2014 application in future issues of The Arkansas Bowhunter and in the
near future on the Arkansas Bowhunters Association web page at www.arkansasbowhunters.org. The Scholarship is administered by the Maynard Family and applicants are selected by a selection committee consisting of
members of the Maynard Family and Executive Board members of the ABA. The Maynard Scholarship is for
use in Fall Semesters only unless an exception is approved by the Scholarship Board.
Recipients will be announced and awarded at the Arkansas Bowhunters
Associations Spring Banquet on March 15, 2014. The location will be announced
in The Arkansas Bowhunter Newsletter and on the ABA website.

Interested applicants need to complete the 2014 application
with a current transcript and essay to:
Roger R. Maynard Scholarship Fund/ABA
c/o Brenda Maynard
19906 Springlake
Little Rock, AR 72206

If you have questions please feel free to contact any of the members of the Scholarship Committee:
Brenda and Travis Maynard (501) 888-7112 or email tbmaynard@att.net
James (Jello) Meyers (870) 263-4734 or email myersjim51@yahoo.com
Jeff Smith (501) 251-5106 or email foamontherange@yahoo.com
Brian Emmons (501) 514-4137 or email arkansasbowhunter62@gmail.com
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ROGER R. MAYNARD/ABA
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

2014 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
POSTMARK DEADLINE MARCH 1, 2014

NAME____________________________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________________
PHONE _____________________________________________________________________________
ABA MEMBER’S NAME _________________________________________________________________
PARENTS ____________________________________________________________________________
FATHER’S OCCUPATION________________________________________________________________
MOTHER’S OCCUPATION _______________________________________________________________
GRADE POINT AVG ________________CLASS RANKING____________ ACT/SAT Score ____________
MAJOR ______________________________________________________________________________
COLLEGE YOU PLAN TO ATTEND
OR/ARE PRESENTLY ATTENDING ________________________________________________________
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS RECEIVED_______________________________________________________
BRIEFLY LIST SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES, HONORS & AWARDS
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
ATTACH TRANSCRIPT
ATTACH ESSAY - WHY YOU WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE THIS SCHOLARSHIP
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2 Fall Deer Seminar

By Brian Emmons

Some of the ABA members and
newsletter staff attended the fall
deer seminar held in Little Rock
on August 13. Ralph Meeker, Cory
Gray, and Clint Johnson did a great
job in presenting facts on the following topics:
1)Supplemental Feeding and Baiting
2)Successful White-tail deer management in Arkansas
3)Food Plot Facts
4)Habitat Management for deer
5)Rules and Regulation changes
for 2013
The segment I’m doing for the
newsletter is a summarized version of the content I’m posting on
the ABA’s website. The detailed
information was just too much information to put in the newsletter.
For the complete information go to
http://www.arkansasbowhunters.
org/ and go to the Hunters corner.
Supplemental Feeding and Baiting
This segment describes the nutritional requirements of white-tail
deer and how supplemental feeding and baiting does not provide
as much additional nutrition as you
might believe. The published study
shows that since deer are browsers
by nature that 75% of their nutrition
will come from native vegetation.
Therefore the nutritional gain from
supplemental feeding may not yield
the results you are looking for.
The practice of baiting is different than supplemental feeding,
although the two terms are often
mistakenly interchanged. Baiting is
feeding for a relatively short period
of time for the sole purpose of attracting wildlife. The survey shows
that baiting may actually make it
harder to harvest a trophy buck.
Trophy deer are seen more at night
at baiting locations than in the day
making it harder to harvest a trophy buck. Another important point
being made about baiting is the
concentration of deer to a single location leads to the transmission of
diseases. Diseases are transmitted
through infected saliva and fecal
contact. If you do use baiting tactics, look at the website and follow
the “Feeding Do’s” and the “Feeding Do Not’s”. This will help prevent
any unnecessary issues.
Successful White-tail deer man-

agement in Arkansas
This segment covered some of
the history of deer and deer harvest
since early 1900. Market hunting
nearly wiped out deer in Arkansas
in the 1920s. By 1930 there were
thought to only be about 500 deer
remaining in Arkansas. Due to the
efforts of wildlife conservation, the
deer herd started bouncing back.
By 1950, deer were reestablished
in 71 of the state’s 75 counties and
population estimated at 31,500.
By 1975, estimated 450,000 deer;
1985 – 500,000. Today we estimate approximately 1 million deer,
but we must be honest and state
this is strictly an estimate.
The southern region of the state
has always been thought of as the
area of the state that has the most
deer. Today, the harvest records
show that the central and northern
counties are showing a deer harvest/sq. mile ratio as god as the
southern counties. This is a vast
improvement over a decade ago.
Growing a deer is easy, protect
the females, managing a deer herd
is more difficult. Today, we are in
the herd management phase. Management strategies are focused on
maintaining a deer herd that is well
balanced and productive while trying to reach hunter desires.
Summary points:
We have come a long way from
the days of market hunting.
Deer herd has expanded in all
counties providing for liberal harvest strategies in nearly every part
of the state.
Management efforts will continue
to ensure herd is fully productive,
balanced, and free of disease.
Hunting will continue being the
primary tool for managing our deer
population.
The last point is crucial in that
hunters are the biggest, most important tool in the toolbox regarding deer management. Hunters
are the ones in the field, making
the decision on which deer to harvest and being wise stewards of
the resource.
Food Plot Facts
The Food Plot segment is one
we have heard before. But there
is some really good information

on food plot facts that you may not
have seen before. Take a look at
the details on the ABA website. I’m
sure you will learn something.
In summary the segments tries to
cover these main points. 1) benefits
of food plots and understand their
impact over supplemental feeding,
2) how to properly prepare a food
plot, and 3) think about some other
things that go into food plots that
may help you avoid some mistakes
down the road that may cost you
time and money.
Habitat Management for Deer
Habitat management is critical to
being able to maintain or grow your
wildlife. The best way to start is to
contact your AGFC Private Lands
Biologist. This is a free service
and they can help you design your
property.
The information shared is a discussion on 3 basic topics. 1) Food
2) Cover and 3) other (travel corridors, visual screens, etc.). You
can provide food by providing food
plots, but there are several habitat
management practices that can
increase the quantity and quality
of native vegetation. Cover is probably the most looked-over management practice, but possibly the
most important when it comes to
“holding” deer. Deer, like all wildlife species, make a living by eating
and hiding. Having suitable cover
is critical.
Travel Corridors:
When it comes to travel, many
times deer will pick an area that
provides thick cover over a wideopen area. These travel corridors
not only decrease the stresses of
such travel, but may also increase
the ability of a hunter to be successful. By well-defining these areas of travel (like between bedding
and feeding areas for instance),
you can influence deer movements
and possibly funnel deer to travel
a particular path, thus increasing
your chances for a successful harvest.
This section on the website will go
into more detail on the information
shared by the AGFC.
Rule and Regulation
changes for 2013
There are several changes in the
Rules and Regulation for the 2013
season. Since we are in the middle
of the hunting season I will not cover these in detail. But the information is on the ABA website.
The points I would like to point

out are the following:
1)Carcass Importation Restriction
2) Archery Regulation Changes
3) Sweet 16 WMAs
Carcass Importation Restriction
“Unlawful for hunters to import,
transport or possess in Arkansas
any portion of a cervid carcass
other than the items listed below
from outside the boundaries of Arkansas. Excludes those deer taken
from within the Mississippi River
levees in TN and MS.”
– Antlers and/or antlers attached to
clean skull plates or cleaned skulls
– Meat with bones removed
– Cleaned teeth
– Finished taxidermy products
– Hides and tanned products
One component of a comprehensive disease control program is to
prevent the introduction into new
areas. The purpose of this regulation is to prevent the spread of
CWD, via infected carcasses, into
Arkansas. The exact risk of acquiring CWD from infected carcasses
is unknown, but we do know prions
are located throughout the body,
especially in higher risk tissues
(nervous system, entrails, etc.).
Programs that enhance proper
disposal and movement of carcass
parts are strongly recommended.
Currently, 37 states and 6 Canadian provinces have adopted regulations affecting the transportation
of hunter-harvested cervids. AGFC
implemented this rule in 2005, but
due to the spread of the disease
and limited testing by other states,
we believe it necessary to include
all areas outside of Arkansas in this
restriction. For more CWD information visit: cwd-info.org
Archery Regulation Changes
Regulation Changes
• Minimum archery draw weight
has decreased to 35 pounds.
• Legal archery tackle now excludes
arrowheads containing firearm ammunition.
• Minimum archery draw weight –
Commission received a request
from the Arkansas Bowhunters Association to modify the poundage
form 40 to 35. This change had no
biological significance.
• Legal archery tackle – new equipment is hitting the market that
contains firearm ammunition in the
arrowheads. This equipment has
safety concerns as well as violates
the spirit of archery tackle.

continued,
see Fall Deer Seminar
page 11
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After June 30, 2012 deer may
no longer be taken from the
wild and kept as pets though
deer taken prior to that date
may be kept until their death.
Wildlife species make poor
pets. However:
Up to six individual bobcats,
coyotes, gray foxes, red foxes,
opossums, quail, rabbits, raccoons or squirrels may be kept
per household if taken by hand
from the wild in Arkansas.
Up to six individuals of a species that is neither hunted nor
trapped maybe kept per household if taken by hand from the
wild so long as they are not
birds (such as songbirds, hawks
and owls), bats, ornate box tur-

tles, alligator snapping turtles,
hellbenders,
cave-dwelling
creatures or endangered species.
Once taken, the animal must
remain in the owner’s custody,
except pets other than whitetailed deer may be turned over
to a permitted wildlife rehabilitator for release back into the
wild.
Animals kept as pets must be
kept in separate pens by sex or
the males must be neutered to
prevent reproduction.
All wildlife kept as pets must
be kept in cages that keep them
from escaping and keep other
wildlife from entering.
Adult deer originally caught
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in the wild must be kept in pens
that are at least 8-feet tall and
meet minimum cage size requirements.
These animals may not be
sold or transferred to a different
owner and may only be taken
from the state with the permission of the Chief of Wildlife
Management.
Individuals may purchase and
own up to six per household of
captive-born, commercially obtained native wildlife species,
except for cervids such as deer
or elk, from permitted Wildlife
Breeder/Dealers and keep them
as personal pets. Owners must
have proof of legal purchase.
If the number of animals possessed exceeds six, the owner
must obtain a Wildlife Breeder/
Dealer permit.
Those who
purchased deer or elk as pets
before June 30, 2005 may keep
them in any number provided
they have proof of legal ownership and are registered with
the Commission. Such animals
may not be hunted, sold, otherwise distributed or allowed to
breed.
Commission captive wildlife

regulations apply to all species
of wildlife including exotic animals not native to Arkansas. A
Wildlife Importation Permit is
required to bring all species of
wildlife into the state. A Wildlife Breeder/Dealer Permit is
required to breed or sell wild
animals, including exotic species. The only species exempt
from these requirements are
Buffalo, Emu, Llama, Muscovy
duck, European domestic ferret,
Hamster, Guinea pig, Ringneck
dove, Gerbils, common white
mice and common white rats,
and Wolf/Dog hybrids.
Please refer to the complete
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission Code of Regulations.
Please be aware that the Arkansas Livestock and Poultry Commission, Arkansas Department
of Health, the federal government and local city or county
government also may have regulations affecting ownership or
use of certain wildlife.
Reprinted from Arkansas
Game and Fish Commission
web site.

Membership Application
Annual membership in the Arkansas Bowhunters Association entitles you and all members of your
household to participate in activities of the organization. Life Membership has the same benefits without the payment of annual dues or fees.

PLEASE PRINT: 								
DATE:______________
MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATION:
ANNUAL ($15.00)
LIFE ($250)
						
NEW MEMBER
RENEWAL
NAME:_________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________
CITY:_________________________________ STATE:______ ZIP:_________________
TELEPHONE (HOME):______________________ (WORK):______________________
REFERRING MEMBER: __________________________________________________
HOME CLUB (if applicable):________________________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter via email
Please complete this form
and mail with your remittance to:

Arkansas Bowhunters Association
P.O. Box 23264
Little Rock, AR 72221-2832
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2013 Shooter of
the Year

Winners

Frank Thigpen recieves Mr Barebow Award

Mason Barg won the Cub Division

Glenn Jolly won the Longbow Division

Patrick Tucker won the Youth Division

Travis Maynard won the Recurve Division
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ABA

President’s Message
By Jello Meyers

I would like to thank Jeff Smith for the many years he has
served the ABA. He served as Field Governor for 8 years and
as President for 4 years. He is not through serving this great
organization. He will now serve on the Board of Directors as
recent Past President and will be the Urban Hunt Coordinator.
Thank you for your commitment and hard work with the ABA.
My goals are to promote the ABA work, increase membership and work with the ABA’s affiliated clubs well as
better our relationship with the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission. We have a lot of people that are dedicated to the ABA and take their responsibilities seriously. Roy is very involved in the 3D shoots and banquet
and is coming up with better ways for our members to enjoy these events.
Don, Brian and J.D. work hard on our newsletter. They are always looking for new ways of getting more information in it for the enjoyment of the readers. We do need a little more work on our webpage and again we are
working on this issue.
Just remember this is your club and the office of President and Field Governors have a responsibility to keep
it financed and strive to make bowhunting a great sport. We strive to make the 3D shoots bigger and better
and keep communication ongoing and updated in the newsletter, Facebook and webpage.
I would like to invite any and all members and clubs that would like to help to please send us your comments
or ideas. Please feel free to let us know if you have any suggestions. We are open to new opportunities to
improve the great organization that is the Arkansas Bowhunters Association.
Now I’m asking a favor of all members. We need a list of as many sporting goods stores in Arkansas that you
are aware of. Please send these in with the name, phone number, e-mail and their physical address. We will
get them on our address list and send them information about the ABA to pass out to their customers.
Remember while hunting, be ethical, be safe, wear safety gear and walk with Christ.
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Jim “Jello” Meyers
President, Arkansas Bowhunters Association
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The SAFE
Bowhunter
Cold Weather Safety

by J.D. Crawford

Now that fall and winter
have arrived and many of
us will be in our tree stands,
anticipating the many deer
we hope will pass our way,
we need to prepare for the
long hours spent in the cold.
Hypothermia occurs when
your body loses heat faster
than it can produce it, causing your core body temperature to fall. When the core
temperature drops below
78 degrees Fahrenheit, the
body dies. Hypothermia is
often induced by cold, wet
conditions, such as rain,
snow, sleet, or immersion
in water. The outdoor temperature does not have to
be below freezing. A person
may develop hypothermia
when the temperature is
around 50 degrees Fahrenheit and it’s damp and

windy. Moisture from perspiration, humidity, and dew
or rain on bushes and trees
also can soak your
clothing over time,
putting you at risk
in cold weather.
Wet
or damp
clothes
draw heat
out of your
b o d y
m o r e
rapidly.
W i n d
lowers
your body
temperatures
as it evaporates
moisture from
your body. Resting against
cold surfaces also will draw
heat from your body. Hypothermia can be prevented

Venison Stroganoff
Remove the silver skin from venison tenderloin. This
is easiest done when the meat is partially frozen (about
an hour or so in the freezer is generally good). Place
the cleaned venison in the brine (see below) and leave
the venison in the brine overnight. Use a container that
will fit in the refrigerator or put it in an ice chest. Check
frequently to make sure the venison remains in the brine.

by dressing properly, by
avoiding potentially dangerous weather conditions, and
by drying out as quickly as
possible when you get wet.
High calorie foods, including chocolate or dried fruits
such as raisins provide quick
energy that helps your body
produce heat. Hypothermia
attacks quietly and
with only a few warning signs, which usually go unnoticed
by the unsuspecting victim. In the
early stages,
a victim will
shiver
as
the body attempts
to
generate
heat to keep
the core warm.
Then the victim
becomes slightly
disoriented and speech may
become slurred. Finally, the
victim becomes sleepy and
then loses consciousness.

By Lisa Gulledge

Brine:
1 1/2 pounds of Venison Tenderloin
1 cup Kosher Salt
1/4 cup of Whole Pepper Corns
Mix into enough ice water to completely
cover the meat

At this point, the victim usually dies. Once hypothermia
starts, exercise will not help.
You need outside sources of
heat to rewarm the body.
Remember these facts to
help you survive hypothermia. Find shelter. Use
fire, blankets, or body heat
to warm up. Drink warm
liquids and eat quick-energy
foods to produce inner-body
heat. And finally replace
wet clothing, if there is no
dry clothing; use a fire to
dry one layer at a time. Remember the warning signs
of hypothermia and take
every precaution to prevent
this from happening to you.
J.D.Crawford is a current
Field Governor with the ABA.
He is also an International
Bowhunters Education Program Master Instructor and
a Hunter’s Education Instructor with the Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission. J.D. is
also a full-time Safety Manager with the USAF Reserve
component at the Little Rock
Air Force Base Safety Office.

Stroganoff:
2 lbs Butter
1-1/2 cup Beef or Vegetable Broth
2 tbls Catsup
1 tsp Salt
1 Clove Garlic (Finely chopped)
8 oz. Mushrooms (Sliced)
1- Medium Onion (Diced or Sliced)
3 lbs Flour
1 cup Sour Cream

• Cut the tenderloin into 1/2 inch strips and cook in the melted butter in a 10 inch skillet over low heat until the meat is browned.
• Stir in broth, reserving approximately 1/3 cup.
• Add catsup, salt, and garlic into skillet.
• Heat to boiling then reduce heat.
• Cover and simmer till meat is tender (about 10 minutes).
• Stir in mushrooms and onions then cover and simmer until the onion is tender (about 5 minutes).
• Put reserved broth and flour in a tightly sealed jar and shake until well mixed.
• Add mixture slowly into the skillet and heat to boiling, stirring constantly.
• Cook about 5 minutes over medium heat.
• Add sour cream and again heat thoroughly.
• Serve over hot cooked egg noodles or rice.
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Bow Wounded
continued from page 1

of the doe you had seen just
before shooting light. Your
heart starts pounding and
your breath quickens just a
bit as the buck you’ve been
waiting and watching for
steps into view from around
the red oak you ranged earlier at 23 yards. You work
hard to control your breathing and begin to concentrate
on the place you have decided to come to full draw at
because it will obstruct any
movement from the buck’s
eyes. You can almost picture the elation of bagging
the monster you have spent
countless hours applying
cover scent to fool his smell,
the buck you spent precious
time on by walking off the
usual trail to prevent any
scent from betraying your
presence while getting to
your stand.
Finally, he’s reached that
point that will allow you to
draw and aim. You come to
the familiar anchor point
and place your pin just a bit
high to allow for the bit of
distance past 20 yards. He
is yours!!!! You squeeze the
trigger on the release and
feel the snap of the string
and the arrow leaping forward surprising you just a
bit, just as a good release
will. You track the flight of
the arrow as the lighted nok
traces a laser-like track right
on target. Then it happens…
you watch helplessly as the
small leafless twig of a limb
from a tree halfway to the
target connects with your
speeding arrow just enough
to deflect it from its path.
You cringe in horror as the
arrow skips up just enough
to strike the unsuspecting
trophy buck in that spot just
over the lungs and just be-

low the spine. The buck lets
out a snort and streaks away
in a direction perpendicular to the trail, flag flashing
white. OK, was the shot still
fatal or was the buck going
to run forever? With that
mind, you text your hunting buddy and decide to
give the deer plenty of time
before climbing out of your
stand and beginning what
is known as
“the second
hunt”.
Good,
you find
just a spot
of blood at the
place the buck
was standing at
the shot and begin
the search. Right
away you know you
have a problem because another spot of
blood is nowhere to
be found. You follow the disturbed leaves to the thicket
fifteen yards away from the
spot the buck was standing,
anxiously looking for more
blood or any kind of sign
the buck was hit badly. The
recovered arrow is in your
hand and the blood on the
vane is not the frothy blood
that could indicate a nicked
lung.
After another 4 hours
of searching for the least
amount of sign, you and
your buddy give up the
search. A sick feeling in the
pit of your stomach that began hours ago is a constant
nagging in your stomach
now at wounding an animal
and not being able to trail it.
You only hope that someone will find it or another
one of your buddies will
bring it down and end any
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suffering a miffed shot will
cause. You hope it doesn’t
fall prey to the hogs or coyotes roaming the area at
night. This scene is one of
the nightmares all of us as
bowhunters may have experienced in the past or will
probably find ourselves prey
to sometime in the future.
It is just one of those things
that are going to happen.
No one wants to wound and
not recover an animal.
The nationally known
magazine, Deer and Deer
Hunting, published the details and results of a
study that
was conducted
from 1991
through
1993
on
just that topic.
Numerous
studies had been
conducted in the
past but were not
nearly as comprehensive and using
actual bowhunters,
wildlife
biologists,
educators in the field of wild
life studies and other educators that could shed light
and rule out other questions. This study was funded by grants from numerous
organizations such as the
American Archery Council,
the Pope & Young Club, The
Archery Manufacturing Organization (AMO), two different Chapters of the Safari
Club International, The Minnesota Bowhunters Inc., the
Minnesota Deer Hunters Association and 40 bowhunting clubs and organizations
in the U.S. and Canada.
Numerous anti-hunting and
anti-bowhunting
groups
were asked to participate
with the study but declined.
This study, known as the
“Camp Ripley Bow Wounding Study”, was conducted
as a result of the anti-hunt-

ing community targeting
bowhunting and using the
wounding of deer to outlaw
bowhunting specifically and
hunting in general. Numerous anti’s organizations led
the way in trying to ban
bowhunting altogether in
Minnesota. These two antihunting groups, one on the
state level, Friends of Animals and Their Environment
(FATE) and the national level
organization, Humane Society of the United States
(HSUS) led the charge in this
attempt citing earlier biased
and incomplete studies that
stated that the wound rate
of deer by bowhunters was
at the staggering level of
80%. They argued that this
80 out of every 100 deer
shot by bowhunters were
only fatally wounded and
went out into the woods to
die a long horrible death.
FATE even claimed it created an environmental hazard
and violated Minnesota’s
animal-cruelty laws and demanded that bowhunting
be made illegal statewide.
As bowhunting organizations in states were trying to
get longer bow seasons approved, some of the wildlife
agencies in the same states
were resisting because of
the outcry by FATE and the
HSUS. Most of the agency
personnel that were influenced by these organizations were not bowhunters
and had no experience with
the sport of bowhunting.
As the opposition to bowhunting grew in Minnesota
and other States, a group of
bowhunting biologists and
educators were asked by
the American Archery Council to form a study group to
obtain good, accurate data
to either prove this data
correct or lay these claims
continued, see
Bow Wounded

page 10
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Bow Wounded
Some of the hunters received questionnaires weeks
after the hunt as a second
phase of the study and the
answers were compared
with their initial answers.
This was intended to study
and compare the responses
from both rounds of questions for accuracy.
The third part of the study
involved teams actually going into the field to conduct
ground searches to located
unrecovered animals after
each hunt. The downed

ered completely from the
non-fatal wound. Another
interesting fact is that one
of the Wildlife Biologists involved used this study at the
West Virginia University as a
Master’s Thesis for a Masters Degree. This adds a lot
of credence to the study because in order to use something as a Master’s Thesis,
all of the information has to
be documented and proven
to be correct and referenced
to a fact supporting the data
collected.
At the end of all the three
years of study at Camp
Ripley, the data showed
that the bow wounding
rate of unrecovered deer

deer were located on the
ground using aircraft with
infrared equipment. After
a “target” was found from
the air, a ground team was
sent in to insure the target
was a dead deer and to determine if the deer died as
a result of a bow wound or
other causes. This information was collected all three
years of the study and compiled at the end to give the
total number of deer killed
by being wounded by bowhunters.
One part of the data obtained showed that a majority of the deer that were
wounded were either shot
by another hunter during
one of the hunts or recov-

was between 10% and 13%.
What does all of this mean?
It means that, on the average, for every 10 deer that
are wounded by bowhunters, only one deer is not
recovered and dies from a
bow wound. The remaining
9 deer are either taken by
another hunter or fully recovers from a non-fatal arrow wound. All of us have
heard stories of deer that
were taken that still had
broadheads or pieces of an
arrow found when dressing
the animal out.
Does this mean we don’t
have to be responsible and
ethical bowhunters and just
shoot at everything? No!
None of us wants to wound

continued from page 9

to rest. The study was headed up and organized by Dr.
Dave Samuel, Senior Professor of Wildlife Biology
at West Virginia University
and currently Conservation
Editor for Bowhunter Magazine and expert on Whitetail
Deer and Jay McAninch, a
leading deer biologist in the
state of Minnesota. The final team was comprised of
wildlife biologists from all
over the country as well as
two wildlife professors, one
from Michigan State University and one from the University of Georgia. The team
even included an expert on
contraception of wildlife to
refute the claim that birth
control could be used to
control deer populations.
All were experienced wildlife experts and bowhunters
familiar with research and
dealing with the public.
Camp Ripley was selected
because of the two two-day
bow hunts held each year
and the availability of the
bowhunters to voluntarily
answer survey questions
immediately after each
daily hunt. The camp covers
53,000 acres and attracted
an average of 2000 plus
archers for each two-day
hunt.
The study was broken
into three different parts to
gather data. Researchers
asked each hunter a series
of questions on their hunt
such as where they were
hunting, if they had shot
deer, if they had hit but not
recovered deer, the position
of the stands, angle of the
shot and various other questions. Most hunters were
cooperative and happy to
answer questions although
participation was voluntary.

an animal and not recover
it. Besides being against
the law, most bowhunters are going to have too
much respect for the life of
the animal that we hunt to
not give the animal a clean
and quick death by placing
our arrows in a fatal area.
The reality is that shooting
a stick and a string requires
a lot of time and practice to
insure proficiency. The reality is also that it can happen
to even the most accurate
of archers. There are too
many things out of control
of the hunter to ensure every animal we shoot at is hit
fatally. BUT, we do owe it
to the animals we hunt, the
sport of bowhunting, all the
other bowhunters out there
and our own piece of mind
to do everything with-in our
power to harvest our animals ethically and cleanly.
Don’t let the fear of wounding keep you from enjoying
the honorable sport of bowhunting, just make sure you
do it the best you can and
only take shots that will be
fatal.
For more detailed information on the “Camp Ripley
Bow Wounding Study”, Deer
and Deer Hunting Magazine
has printed a copy of the
report titled “The Facts on
Bow Wounding”. The October 2013 issue of Bowhunting Magazine has an article
written by Dr. Dave Samuel,
Conservation Editor, in the
Know Hunting segment
titled “The Study of Bow
Wounding”. This article
gives background on the
study and provides a summary of the study by the expert heading it up.
Don Gulledge
Sr. Editor and Team member
The Arkansas Bowhunter
Field Governor, District 4
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Fall Deer
Seminar
continued from page 4
Sweet 16 WMAs
The Commission approved modification of antler restrictions on all
of the Sweet 16 WMAs. This antler
restriction is designed to move the
majority of the buck harvest into a
3.5 and older age class.
12/15 Rule
• Dr, Lester Sitzes III Bois d’Arc
• Harold E. Alexander Spring River
• Hope Upland
• McIlroy Madison County
• Mike Freeze Wattensaw
• Scott Henderson Gulf Mountain
• Shirey Bay Rainey Brake
• Moro Big Pine Natural Area
15/18 Rule
• Bayou Meto
• Dave Donaldson Black River
• Ed Gordon Point Remove
• Freddie Black Choctaw Island
WMA Deer Research Area East
Unit
• Henry Gray Hurricane Lake
• Rick Evans Grandview Prairie
• Sheffield Nelson Dagmar
• Trusten Holder

Conclusion:
The AGFC did a great job in putting this information together. I encourage everyone to attend these
sessions the next time they are
available. The ABA wants to thank
Ralph Meeker, Cory Gray, and Clint
Johnson for sharing this information with us.
If you have any questions on
the material or want to know more
you can contact them through the
AGFC. Remember to check out
the entire detailed information on
the ABA website at http://www.arkansasbowhunters.org/.

EAT, SLEEP, HUNT!

The Arkansas Bowhunter is Now Accepting Advertising for the February 2014 Issue
Want to get your business noticed by over 1200
Arkansas bowhunters?
Please send your printable advertisement to The
Arkansas Bowhunter. Currently published four times
a year (February, May, August and November).
Prices per issue:
Full Page……...………….......……..………..$180.00
(160.00 per issue if purchased for entire year)
Half Page…...…………….......……………….$95.00
(80.00 per issue if purchased for entire year)
Quarter Page…....……………...........…………$60.00
(45.00 per issue if purchased for entire year)
Eighth Page…….………………........…………$40.00
(25.00 per issue if purchased for entire year)
Please submit new ads by the 15th of the month prior
to the issue advertisement. A limited amount of space
is available, so reserve your space now. Please send
your questions and inquiries to:
don@arkansasbowhunters.org
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by J.D. Crawford
On September 14-15
the Arkansas Bowhunters Association held
its annual fall shoot.
This year many people
enjoyed a wide variety
of activities, including
the first Bowhunter Flea
Market which was a huge
success and enjoyed by
everyone.
The Broadhead Bonanza drew a large crowd
of bowhunters, who took
this opportunity to make
sure all their equipment
was ready for the upcoming archery season and
wanted a chance to win
the Elite Archery Hunter
Compound bow or the
handmade traditional
bow donated by Charles
Wilson.
The weather was nice

the entire weekend,
which made for an enjoyable time on the range.
On Sunday morning the
annual business meeting
was held and Jim
(Jello) Myers was
elected as the
new president
for the Arkansas
Bowhunters
Association
replacing Jeff
Smith. Brian
Emmons was
elected as
treasurer
and will replace Barry
Connell.
There were
162 shooters at
this year’s fall shoot and
below is a run-down of
the top three shooters in
each division.

Conway, AR
Permit #16

PRO

1st Johnathan Robertson

Unlimited

1st Ken-Tay Heigle
2nd Rod Cook
3rd Tim Blann

BHR

1st Shawn Richie
2nd Allen Lynn
3rd Dewayne Chambers

Hunter

1st Dewayne Chambers
2nd Ronnie Roberts
3rd Shawn Richie

Seniors

1st Larry
Denton
2nd Mickey
Taylor
3rd Tim Smith

Ladies Open

1st Leslie Turner
2nd Karen Powell
3rd Grace Weatherley

Ladies BHR

1st Johnnie Cook
2nd Holly Murray
3rd Jodie Robertson

Recurve

1st Travis Maynard
2nd Jeff Gibson
3rd Danny Clark

Longbow

1st Danny Clark
2nd Glenn Jolley
3rd Phil Collie

Barebow

1st Aaron LaCour
2nd Danny Clark
3rd Jeffrey Gibson

Youth

1st WT Moorehead
2nd Patrick Tucker
3rd Shelby Brashear

Cub

1st Mason Barg
2nd Ranelle Allen
3rd Johnathan Moorehead

PeeWee

1st Rem Chambers
2nd Lainey Barg
3rd Landon Sullivan
J.D.Crawford is a current
Field Governor with the ABA.
He is also an International
Bowhunters Education Program Master Instructor and
a Hunter’s Education Instructor with the Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission. J.D. is
also a full-time Safety Manager with the USAF Reserve
component at the Little Rock
Air Force Base Safety Office.

EAT MORE DEER!

